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Food System, ¿How do you think the
Food System in Urban Area?

Christiam
Mendez

3

In this Pandemic situation how
resource poor people can afford the
qulity food ?How to develop robust
food value chain in developing world
for the benefit of every one ?

Kiran Kokate

6

What elements of the food system in
the US and Canada should we KEEP?

Christi Dixon

6

In what ways can young people get
involved in food systems? What types
of careers are associated with food
systems?

Ashley Shunk

13

World population is increasing & how
to feed so many people in future or in
2030

Malwinder
Malhi

0

1

I think that young people can play a role in
soil health by researching and improving
agricultural production and manufacturing, to
reduce some of the emissions that are
decreasing the health of soil., Isabella
Scramoncin
I think our role in soil quality is to pressure the
industry to apply existing techniques as soon
as posible inorther to start tackling this issue
immediately, I would also agree in the fact
that it is up to us to further develop and better
existing techniques and technology to better
soil quality, Genis Pou

In the GYI this year, we've talked a lot
about how soil quality is the key to
completely feeding a healthy world.
From your experience in different
fields, how do you think youth can play
into this?
Mira Gowda

In view of type,organic carbon and analysis of
other elements yield targeting approach can
8 be followed ., Kiran Kokate

Not sure this is anyone's problem here:
I posted the Food Systems Hero link on
my Facebook page. The link goes live
but no image is associated with it. Just
a black box.

Hello Charles, try posting the photo
0 independently!, Amy Bettle

Charles
Isenhart

2

How do we evolve food systems to
work for everyone when farmers in
Iowa are constantly told that it is their
responsibility to "feed the world?"

Charles
Isenhart

0

How can one get involved? It will be
helpful if there are clear guidelines to
Kiruba
participate at the World Food Systems Krishnaswam
Summit 2021
y

2

Question to Prof L Fresco how can we
make European Politicians realize that
innovations such as the ones brought
b Biotechnology can provide answers
for sustainability & nutritious food for
everybody?
Gabriela Cruz

2

How is the Food systems dialogue well
positioned and strategized to also
collaborate with existing continental
conferences where key finds and
recommendations emerged?
Collaboration is key.
John Agboola

1

3

Science thinks out of the box, but
consumers are often wary of
innovation when it comes to food.
(GMOs as a case study.) How can we
avoid that with gene editing, soil-less
farming and other tech?

Christi Dixon

3

Currently about 35% of world´s
cropland produces nutrient rich foods,
while healthy diets require 75%
cropland in nutrient rich foods. A small
group is tackling that.

Pedro
Sanchez

2

How can we spread the importance,
necessity and benefits of building
resilient food systems? What would be
the role of the youth in this process?

Genis Pou

4
Please check out the "Community" section on
the navigation in Whova, Meghna
Ravishankar
@Morgan Day can probably help with that!,
Amy Bettle

Where can I find the group discussion
boards?

Ali Ali

0 Hey, Ali! The private GYI delegate discussion

4

board are in the "Community" section at
www.worldfoodprize.org/2020GYI . Email us at
youthprograms@worldfoodprize.org if you
have additional questions!, Morgan Day
Thanks, Ali Ali
Yes! A recording of each session will be
available for playback in its respective agenda
page and recordings of a limited number of
Borlaug Dialogue sessions will be uploaded to
the World Food Prize Foundation Youtube
page after the event. , Grace Long
Thank You!, Alana Calhoun
Recordings are also available on Whova for
until this virtual conference hub closes in 6
months!, Amy Bettle
will this be recorded? Was the Kings
seccion recorded?

Alana
Calhoun

0 Thank you!, Alana Calhoun

As the Summit cannot address all
issues, what are the key food system
issues that have been chosen to be
addressed at the 2021 Summit?

Kate
Keresztes

2

5

